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Abstract-We target urban scenarios where vehicular users
can download large files from road-side Access Points (APs), and
define a framework to exploit opportunistic encounters between
mobile nodes to increase their transfer rate. We first devise a
technique for APs deployment, based on vehicular traffic flows
analysis, which fosters cooperative download. Then, we propose
and evaluate different algorithms for carriers selection and chunk
scheduling in carry&forward data transfers. Results obtained
under realistic road topology and vehicular mobility conditions
show that coupling our APs deployment scheme with probabilistic
carriers selection and redundant chunk scheduling yields a worst-
case 2x gain in the average download rate with respect to direct
download, as well as a lOx reduction in the rate of undelivered
chunks with respect to a blind carry&forward.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular environments are one of the most promising fields
of application for pervasive mobile networking. If the fast
dynamics of the topology of a network built over moving vehi-
cles make the adoption of a fully ad-hoc paradigm unfeasible,
schemes relying on vehicle-to-infrastructure and opportunistic
car-to-car communication appear instead viable. Among the
possible applications of infrastructure-based opportunistic ve-
hicular networks, we focus on that of cooperative download.
In fact, although having recently drawn increasing attention
from the research community, studies on vehicular cooperative
download have been limited to highway scenarios, where
the unidimensional nature of nodes mobility simplifies the
problem. In this paper, we move for the first time vehicular
cooperative download to urban environments.
We consider an urban scenario, where users aboard cars
are interested in downloading large files from servers in the
Internet, exploiting to this end APs located over the road
topology. Obviously, not all users download large files all
the time: indeed, one can expect that the portion of vehicles
actively downloading large contents is small over the entire car
traffic, as it also happens in traditional networks [1]. Therefore,
at each time instant, only a very few APs are involved in data
transfers to downloader cars in their coverage area, and the
majority of APs is instead idle.
Our goal is to exploit these APs inactivity periods to
transmit, to cars currently within range of idle APs, pieces of
the data other vehicles in the network are interested in. Cars
that obtain information chunks this way can then transport the
data according to a carry&forward paradigm [2], and deliver
it to the destination vehicle, exploiting opportunistic contacts
with it. An example of this procedure is provided in Fig. 1.
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Fig. I. Example of cooperative download in an urban environment. Vehicle
a downloads part of some content from AP A, through a direct link. The
idle AP B then gives another portion of the same content to a local vehicle
b. When b encounters a, vehicle-to-vehicle communication is employed to
transfer to a the data carried by b
Such cooperative download process becomes especially
challenging in urban environments, where the presence of
multiple route choices makes it hard to predict if vehicles
will meet, while the interaction among individual cars under
precise driving rules render contacts timings very variable.
In this paper, we identify and address three main challenges:
• APs deployment: urban roads are not all identical, as some
are more congested than others, some are bidirectional
and others one-way, some have higher speed limits than
others. This must be taken into account when deploying
APs, since diverse plannings of the infrastructure can
yield dramatic differences in terms of download rate
achieved by vehicles. APs deployment techniques must
be thus devised to favor the cooperative download process
among vehicles;
• carriers selection : contacts between cars in urban envi-
ronments are not easily predictable like in highway sce-
narios. Idle APs cannot randomly or inaccurately select
vehicles to carry&forward data, as most of the chunks
risk to be never delivered to their destinations. Choosing
the right carriers for the right downloader vehicles is thus
a key issue in urban cooperative download;
• chunk scheduling: selecting which parts of the informa-
tion should be assigned to carriers, and in particular
choosing the level ofredundancy in this assignment, plays
a major role in reducing chunk losses in the system.
Solutions to these problems are among the original contri-
butions of the paper, which include: (i) an APs deployment
scheme based on analysis of vehicular flows and optimization
of crossing volumes, described in Sec. II; (ii) three carriers
selection algorithms, based on vehicular contact probability
estimation, introduced in Sec. III; (iii) three chunk schedul-
ing techniques, characterized by different redundancy levels,
detailed in Sec. IV; (iv) the first performance evaluation of co-
operative download in urban scenarios, conducted in realistic
20
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Fig. 2. Sample vehicular flows over a road topology graph. Flows generated
at edge i are drawn in red, while those generated at j are in grey. Assuming
a travel time = 1 at all edges, the partial crossing volume hf,j is equal to
min{6, 4} + min{O, O} = 4, while the crossing volume hi j is 4 + 3 = 7
travel times t: and tk, in the -+ and in the f- directions,
respectively. Considering again traversing flows from i, the
two corresponding traversing volumes are
~ ~ ~ ~ f-- ~
Vik = fik . tk Vik = f ik . tk
and represent the number of vehicles that, on average, are
present over k having previously visited i.
Let us now introduce a second group of flows, generated
at an edge j i- i, depicted in grey in Fig. 2. The same
consideration we made for flows generated at i are valid, and,
picked an edge k i- j, we can compute the traversing volumes
from j to k, v;k and tjk . By considering both sets of flows
at once, we can define the partial crossing volume of i and j
at k, as
hk . = {min {Vik, tjk} + min {tik, v;k}, if k i- i, k i- j
ZJ 0, otherwise.
The partial crossing volume h~j thus corresponds to the
amount of vehicular traffic that merges at edge k, coming from
i and j. Note that
• we only account for flows traveling on opposite directions
over k, as two cars that happen to be on the same road
at the same time in contrary direction always generate
(or have generated) a contact, while two cars traveling
over the same lane have small probability of meeting,
especially in the case of long roads. In other words,
opposite flows generate a certain high number of encoun-
ters between cars, while flows overlapping in the same
direction only result in rare contacts, outcome of strict
timings which are hard to predict and quantify. We thus
consider the latter contribution as negligible;
• we take the minimum between the two facing traffic
volumes, as that is the one imposing a more strict
constraint on the number of encounters between vehicles.
Finally, the concept of crossing volume can be unbound
from intermediate edges and related to couples of roads only.
Assuming that the road topology graph has edges with indices
in the set I = {I , ... , K }, we define the crossing volume of
i and j as
vehicular mobility conditions over real road topologies, whose
results are presented in Sec. V. Related work is discussed in
Sec. VI, and conclusions are drawn in Sec. VII.
II. ACCESS POINTS DEPLOYMENT
A judicious placement of APs over the urban road topology
is a fundamental first step in the definition of an efficient
cooperative download architecture. In particular, we target a
deployment of APs that maximizes the potential for collabora-
tion among vehicles, so to favor carry&forward transfers and
speed up the download processes.
To this end, we exploit the predictability of large-scale
urban vehicular traffic flows, which are known to follow
common mobility patterns over a road topology [3], [4], [5].
By studying such traffic dynamics, we determine the way
vehicular flows spread over the streets layout and employ
this information to guide the APs placement. Next, we first
introduce the concept of crossing volume that constitutes the
basis of our solution, and then employ it to formalize the APs
deployment problem as an optimization problem.
A. Crossing volume
Let us imagine that the road topology is represented by a
graph where vertices are mapped to intersections and edges to
streets connecting them, as in Fig. 2. The graph is undirected,
and an edge exists even if the corresponding road is one-way.
Focusing on a particular edge i of the graph, we can track
all traffic leaving such edge, in both directions, and draw a
map of how vehicular flows (measured in vehicles/s) from i
unfold over the road topology. We refer to these flows as the
vehicular flows generated at i. As an example, in Fig. 2, the
red arrows depict flows generated at edge i. Different flows
have different size, in vehicles/s as already said, represented
by their associated number (values in the example are only
illustrative).
Let us now consider a generic edge k i- i, and isolate the
flows passing in strict sequence through i and k. In this case,
we distinguish the two directions of movement over k, and
define two traversing flows from i to k:
---+
• fik' the vehicular flow generated at i and subsequently
traversing k in the -+ direction;
~
• fik' the vehicular flow generated at i and subsequently
traversing k in the f- direction.
We do not impose any rule in defining the two directions
at k, which, e.g., could be based on vertices numbering or
geographical coordinates. Our only concern is that, for each
edge, the two directions are unambiguously identified. On
the other hand, the direction at i is not specified, and a
traversing flow could have visited its generating edge in any
direction (including both of them, if flows generated at i in
both directions then merge at k in the same direction).
Traversing flows at an edge k can be translated to traversing
volumes (measured in vehicles), by evaluating the average
time vehicles spend to travel over the entire road segment
corresponding to edge k. Also in this case, we can distin-
guish the two directions of movement, and define the two
21
hi .={'Lf=lht , ifii-j
J 0, otherwise,
which implies that h i j = h j i 2: 0, Vi, j E I.
(I)
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The crossing volume hi j provides a measure of the potential
for contact, and thus cooperation, over the entire road network,
among vehicles leaving edges i and j.
B. Crossing volume-based APs deployment
We can now exploit the concept of crossing volume to
formalize the problem of APs deployment. Let us assume that
NAPs, with N < K, are to be placed over the road topology
graph defined before: our problem becomes that of assigning
APs to N of the K edges of the graph.
We associate to each edge i a binary decision variable Xi,
defined as
Xi = {I, if an AP is deployed on the road mapped to i
0, otherwise,
and refer to their vector as X = {Xl, ... , X K }.
Since opportunities for cooperation between vehicles are
proportional to the crossing volume between each couple of
edges, APs should be positioned so to maximize the sum of
crossing volumes between each pair of APs over the whole
road topology. We can formulate the following mixed-integer
quadratic programming (MIQP) problem
1rn;x f(x) = "2x'Hx (2)
s.t. Xi E {0,1}, Vi E I (3)
K
LXi:SN (4)
i=l
Xi + Xj :S 1, Vj E f2i , j < i, Vi E I. (5)
Here, that in Eq. 2 is the objective function to be maximized,
with H = {h ij } a K x K matrix in lR, filled with the crossing
volumes computed for each couple of edges as in Eq. 1. Also,
Eq. 3 states that Xi is a binary variable, Vi E I, whereas Eq. 4
bounds the overall number of APs to be deployed to N.
The constraint in Eq. 5 avoids that two adjacent edges (Le.,
edges with a vertex in common) both host APs. As a matter
of fact, f2i is the set of indices j labeling edges that are
adjacent to edge i: the inequality thus forces the sum of any
two decision variables Xi and Xj referring to adjacent edges to
be less than or equal to 1. This prevents that APs are placed
too close to each other and form locally dense clusters, where
only direct communication is used and insufficient space is left
in between APs to perform vehicle-to-vehicle transmissions.
For the same reason, we only deploy one AP per road.
The problem can be easily extended to the case of incremen-
tal APs deployment, in which one or more APs have already
been positioned along some roads, and others are to be added.
It is sufficient to introduce constraints that force Xi to 1, for
all edges i where an AP is already deployed.
Finally, we stress that this formulation solves the APs
deployment problem from a large-scale viewpoint, Le., it
allows to determine the roads where APs should be positioned.
However, it does not specifies the exact location of each AP
over the selected roads. In Sec. V, we will show that such
small-scale deployment has in fact a negligible impact on the
performance of the system.
III. CARRIERS SELECTION
Having deployed the APs over the road topology, we can
address the carriers selection problem, Le., answer to the
following questions: which of the vehicles in range of an idle
AP should be picked as carriers, if any? And which of the
downloader cars should such carriers transport data for?
Indeed, the key to the answers is to know in advance
whether (and possibly when) one or more cars currently within
coverage of the AP will meet a specific downloader vehicle,
so to perform the selection that leads to the highest gain in
terms of download rate. Also, by choosing carriers depending
on their future contacts, the destination of the data becomes
constrained to the elected carriers, and the second question
above is inherently solved along with the first one.
However, the movement of individual vehicles over urban
road topologies cannot be precisely predicted, and we must
rely on a probabilistic approach, leveraging again the constant
large-scale mobility patterns of vehicular traffic flows. We
thus let each AP build a contacts map, exploiting historical
data about contacts between cars, and use it to estimate the
meeting probability between local and downloader vehicles. In
the following, we first discuss how contacts map are structured
and constructed. Then, we present different carriers selection
algorithms and detail how they exploit such contacts maps.
A. Contacts map
We denote as P~a the k-th production phase of vehicle a
with respect to AP A, Le., the k-th of the disjoint time intervals
during which vehicle a can steadily download data from A [6].
From a specific AP's perspective, we tag production phases as
local if they involve that particular AP: as an example, P~b is
a local production phase for AP B, Vb, h.
On the other hand, we label as f::b the m-thforward phase
of vehicle b with respect to vehicle a, Le., the m-th of the
disjoint time intervals during which vehicle b can steadily
forward data to vehicle a. We stress that both production and
forward phases do not necessarily correspond to actual data
transfer, but just to contacts which could be exploited for data
transfer.
We also use t(·) to indicate the time at which a production
or forward phase starts, and ~t(·) to tag its duration. For
production phases only, a(·) denotes the historical direction of
movement 1 of the vehicle at the beginning of the production
phase, while v(·) its speed at that same time. The notation is
summarized in Fig. 3.
Structure
A contacts map is a data structure that provides an AP with
information on the probability of contact between a vehicle
involved in a local production phase and another vehicle. With
reference to the example in Fig. 3, the contacts map at AP B
1The historical direction is obtained as the angle of movement between
the location where the vehicle started its trip, and its current location. This
provides a more reliable estimation of the trajectory the vehicle will maintain,
with respect to that inferred from the instantaneous direction.
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It is to be noticed that each AP builds its own contacts
map, in which it stores only values associated to keys where
the first production phase, as already said, is a local one.
As an example, an AP B will only store values for keys
of the type Ik(P~b ' P~a)' Vh , b, k , A , a. The rationale is that
local production phases are the only vehicle-to-infrastructure
contacts that an AP can exploit for carriers selection, and are
thus the only ones an AP is interested in recording data for.
Construction
The steps for the construction of the contacts map at an AP
are best described by means of an example, so we consider
once more the situation depicted in Fig. 3.
When production phase P~a starts, A logs the time t(P~a)'
the relative vehicle identifier a, its historical direction O:(P~a)'
and its current speed v (P~a )' This information is shared with
other APs in the same area 2, and updated, when the produc-
tion phase ends, with the information on the duration b.t(P~a) '
This way, when the production phase P~a terminates, AP B
has memory of the event, including all related details.
Similarly, at the beginning of P~b' B records and shares
with other APs identical information on such production phase,
which is then updated at the end of P~b'
At that time, as every other AP does at the end of its own
local production phases, AP B checks whether P~b can be
considered as an opportunity for cooperative download with
respect to other production phases it is aware of. It is so if
another production phase is found to be compatible with P~b
(see next for a definition of production phases compatibility).
In our case, let us assume that the production phase P~a is
compatible with P~b' then B looks in its local contacts map
for the value associated to key Ik(P~b ' P~a)' If the entry is
not found, it is created, and, in both cases, its nopps field is
incremented.
Proceeding in our example, vehicle b later on meets vehicle
a, generating the forward phases f:J, and fT::.. We focus on
the first one, as it is that of interest in our example. Both
vehicles record the forward phase start time tU:J,), as well
as the other vehicle's identifier. Upon loss of contact, a and
b also log the forward phase duration b.tU:J,). These same
cars upload these information, together with similar data on
all other forward phases they have experienced, to the next
AP they encounter, which will again share them with APs in
the same area.
When AP B is notified of the forward phase f:J" it tries
to understand if f:J, can be related to any of the opportunities
it has previously recorded. Thus, B scans its database for
local production phases compatible with f:J, (see next for a
definition of production phase compatibility with a forward
phase). Assuming that P~b satisfies the compatibility con-
straint, B then looks for production phases of vehicle a, with
2For the purpose of cooperative download, we do not need all APs to
know all vehicle-to-infrastructure contacts. Instead, it is sufficient that APs
are informed of contacts occurring in a limited area around them, which
guarantees system scalability. In our tests, we considered this limited area to
have a radius ofa few kilometers, matching the size of the simulated scenarios.
t11(fa:,) I (fa:) t1 1(A~. ) I(d ;. ) t1t(P~a ) I(P~a )
Fig. 3. Notation for contacts map structure and construction
1· - ---:c!- ---,:7!------ - --7'- .......---7 - .......
--
allows B to know the probability of contact between the local
vehicle b and the generic vehicle a.
In particular, AP B knows that b started a local produc-
tion phase P~b at time t(P~b)' while moving with direction
O:(P~b) and speed v(P~b); also, let us assume B has been
informed that a started a production phase P~a with AP A at
time t(P~a)' while moving with direction O:(P~a) and speed
v(P~a)' Then, the contacts map at B allows to associate the
couple of production phases (P~b' P~a) to historical data on
the encounters between vehicles that had previously generated
production phases at the two APs B and A with timings and
mobility similar to those of b and a.
More formally, a contacts map is a set of one-to-one associ-
ations between keys, that encode the significant characteristics
of two production phases, and values, that store the contacts
properties for all couples of production phases that share such
characteristics. .
The key for two generic production phases P~b and P~a IS
a vector Ik(P~b' P~a) equal to
[
A Lt(pib) - t(P~a) J La(pib) J La(p~a) J Lv (pib ) - v(P~a) J]
, 8t 'aa' aa ' av '
where 80:, 8t and 8v are the units (in degrees, seconds, and
meters/second, respectively) used to discretize angles, time and
speed. A couple of production phases is thus characterized
by the identity of the AP involved in the second production
phase, the time elapsed between the start of the two production
phases, the direction of the two vehicles at the beginning of
the respective production phases, and the difference between
their speeds at that same time. We stress that the identity of
the other AP is not necessary, as the first production phase is
always a local one.
A value is instead a vector of four fields:
1) nopps , the number ofcontact opportunities, i.e., the num-
ber of times that the AP observed a couple of production
phases with characteristics as from the associated key;
2) ncon s , the number of actual contacts, i.e., the number of
times that vehicles from the aforementioned couples of
production phases actually generated a forward phase;
3) tdel, the average time elapsed between the start of the
last production phase and the start of the forward phase,
when the latter has indeed occurred;
4) tdur, the average duration of the forward phase, when it
has indeed occurred.
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Fig. 4. Example of phases compatibility. Arrows show production phases
of car a that are compatible with local production phases of car b, as well as
which of the latter are compatible with forward phases of b to a
any AP, that are compatible with pib. B finds again P~a'
and thus finally relates f ;:b to the couple of production phases
(Pib' P~a)· At this point, B retrieves the value associated to
the key Ik(Pib' P~a) ' and updates the ncon s , tdel and tdur
fields. The first is incremented by one, to record that the
opportunity previously stored actually generated a forward
phase . The second and the third elements are updated using
samples tU;:b) - t(Pib) and .6.tU;:b), respectively. The way
these last updates are performed depends on the desired detail
level of information on the vehicle-to-vehicle contact: in our
case, we opted for keeping track of the mean of the samples.
J
Pea
T
T T
Phases compatibility
Phases compatibility rules determine when two production
phases generate an opportunity for cooperative download, as
well as when a forward phase can represent a contact for a
local production phase.
These rules formally relate phases in a way that avoids
inconsistencies in the resulting contacts maps, an event other-
wise common, especially when considering that phases often
overlap in time and/or refer to a same AP (i.e., it can be that
A and B in all previous discussions are indeed the same AP).
We first introduce the set of rules for the compatibility of
a local production phase with respect to a forward phase . A
local production phase pib is said to be compatible with a
forward phase f ;:b if the following conditions are verified:
I) the forward phase has ended after the end of the local
production phase
tU;:b) + .6.tU;:b) > t(Pib) + .6.t(Pib) ,
as b must receive the data from B before it can forward
them to a. Note that the indices already imply that, for
the phases to be compatible, the same vehicle b must
realize the production phase with B and be the potential
carrier in the forward phase;
2) the forward phase is the first involving a and band
satisfying rule 1 to have terminated after the end of the
local production phase
~n I tU::b)+ .6.tU::b) > t(Pib) + .6.t(Pib) '
tU::b) < tU;:b),
which guarantees that at most one forward phase is
associated to each production phase ;
3) the local production phase at B is the last involving
b and satisfying rule 1 that started before the forward
phase's end
~n I tU;:b) + .6.tU;:b) > t(P~b) + .6.t(P~b) '
t(P~b) > t(Pib) '
which guarantees that at most one production phase is
associated to each forward phase .
Then, we introduce the rules that define the compatibility
between two production phases . A production phase P~a is
said to be compatible with a local production phase pib if the
following conditions are verified:
24
I) the first production phase has ended before the end of
the local production phase
t(Pib) + .6.t(Pib) > t(P~a) + .6.t(P~a),
which accounts for the fact that an AP can only destine
carry&forward data to production phases it is aware of;
2) the first production phase has ended at most a time T
before the end of the local production phase
t(Pib) + .6.t(Pib) - t(P~a) - .6.t(P~a) :::; T ,
that avoids considering too old production phases;
3) the first production phase is the last involving a and A
satisfying rules 1 and 2 to have ended before the end of
the local production phase
~n I0 < t(Pib) + .6.t(Pib) - t(P~a) - .6.t(P~a) :::; T,
t(P~a) > t(P~a) '
which guarantees that at most one production phase
involving same vehicle/AP couple is associated to each
local production phase.
Examples of phases compatibility resulting from the rules
listed above are provided in Fig. 4.
B. Carriers selection algorithms
Once built, a contacts map can be exploited by an AP to
select local vehicles as data carriers for cooperative download,
by retrieving their contact probability estimates with respect
to downloader cars.
Firstly, it is necessary that APs know which cars in their
surroundings are interested in some content. Thus, every time
a downloader vehicle starts a production phase, the fact that
it is requesting data is attached to the usual information on
the production phase that the local AP shares with other APs.
This way, each AP can track downloader vehicles through their
production phases history.
Thanks to such knowledge, an AP that has active local
production phases can compute the delivery potential lPa
resulting from electing one (or some, or all) of the local
vehicles as carrieres) for data destined to a specific downloader
vehicle a. The delivery potential is obtained as the sum of the
individual contact probabilities lPb, derived from assigning data
for the downloader a to each elected local carrier b 3.
3Leveraging the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, a single multicast
transmission is sufficient to transfer the same data to all elected local carriers.
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01 set IP equal to IPmin
02 for each downloadervehiclea do
03 if a is in rangeof B do
04 if a is closer to B than previous directdownloadersdo
05 selecta as destination for direct transfer
06 selectno vehiclesas carriersfor carry&forward transfer
07 set IP equal to 00
08 done
09 else
10 for each production phaseP~a of a do
11 until all on-going localproduction phasesare not processed do
12 updatedeliverypotentiallP~a
13 updatecarrierslist <C~a
14 done
15 if lP~a is the highestpotential computed for a do
16 set lPa equal to lP~a
17 set <C a equal to <C~a
18 done
19 done
20 if lPa is strictlyhigherthan IP do
21 selecta as destination for carry&forward transfer
22 selectvehiclesin <C a as carriersfor carry&forward transfer
23 set IP equal to lPa
24 done
25 done
26 done
Fig. 5. Pseudocode for carriers selection at AP B
01 get nexton-going localproduction phasep'Bb
02 set IPb equal to a random value E (0,1]
03 add IPb to deliverypotentiallP~a
04 add b to carriers list <C~a
05 mark local production phaseP'Bb as processed
Fig. 6. Blind pseudocode for IP~a' <C~a update
The process is repeated for each known downloader car,
and, in the end, the downloader vehicle associated with the
highest delivery potential IP 4 is chosen for carry&forward
transfer through local carriers that contributed to IP.
The framework for carriers selection run at a generic AP
B is shown as pseudocode in Fig. 5. There, priority is always
given to direct data transfers to downloader cars, and fairness
among them is provided by always picking the vehicle that is
closest to the AP. The parameter lPmin controls the minimum
delivery potential required to attempt cooperative download
through local carriers. The value of such parameter (line 01
in Fig. 5), together with the way the delivery potential IP~a
associated to the downloader production phase P~a and its
relative carriers list <E~a are updated (lines 12 and 13 in Fig. 5),
distinguish the following carriers selection algorithms.
The Blind carriers selection algorithm aims at fully ex-
ploiting the airtime available at APs, by delivering data to
all available local carriers whenever possible. This algorithm
does not make use of the contacts map, but randomly chooses a
downloader car as the destination of the data: we thus employ
it as a benchmark for the other schemes. The pseudocode for
potential and carriers list updating is outlined in Fig. 6, while
lPmin is set to 0, so that cooperative download is attempted
even in presence of a single local carrier.
The p-Driven carriers selection algorithm is a probability-
driven version of the Blind algorithm above. It again tries to
exploit as much as possible the APs wireless resources, but this
time cooperative download destinations are selected according
to the delivery potential obtained from the contacts map.
4Note that IP can be > 1, to counter uncertainties in probability estimates.
01 get nexton-going localproduction phaseP'Bb
02 get key Ik(P'Bb'P~a)
03 if a contactsmapentry for such keyexistsdo
04 get relative value {no p p s , n c o n s , tdel, tdur }
05 set IPb equal to ~~;;:
06 add IPb to deliverypotentiallP~a
07 add b to carriers list <C~a
08 done
09 mark local production phasep'Bb as processed
Fig. 7. p-Driven pseudocode for IP~a' <C~a update
01 get nexton-going localproduction phasep'Bb
02 get key Ik(P'Bb'P~a)
03 if a contactsmapentry for such keyexistsdo
04 get relative value {no p p s , Tl-con s , tdel, tdur }
05 set IPb equal to ~~;;:
06 if IPb is equal to or greaterthan IPind do
07 add IPb to deliverypotentiallP~a
08 add b to carriers list <C~a
09 done
10 done
11 mark local production phasep'Bb as processed
Fig. 8. p-Constrained pseudocode for IP~a' <C~a update
As a matter of fact, carry&forward data is consigned by
each AP to all available local vehicles, and destined to the
downloader vehicle which maximizes the sum of its contact
probabilities with all the local carriers, as detailed in the pseu-
docode of Fig. 7. We stress that non-compatible production
phases generate keys that are not present in the contacts map,
and are thus not considered for cooperative download.
As the p-Driven algorithm is designed to exploit
carry&forward whenever there is a minimal chance ofdelivery,
lPmin is set to 0: this allows cooperative download even in
presence of very small delivery potentials. We expect the p-
Driven scheme to be more precise in carriers selection than
the Blind one, but not in absolute terms.
The p-Constrained carriers selection algorithm builds on
top of the p-Driven scheme, adding constraints on probabil-
ities, as from the pseudocode in Fig. 8. In particular, local
vehicles with individual contact probability IPb lower than
lPind > 0 are not considered for data carrying, and lPmin
is set to a value higher than 0, so that downloader vehicles
with delivery potential IPa lower than lPmin are discarded.
Thanks to the lower bounds on individual probability and
delivery potential, the p-Constrained algorithm is expected to
further increase the delivery precision and reduce the load at
APs with respect to the p-Driven scheme. However, quality
could come at cost of quantity, as the thresholds may hinder
potentially successful cooperation among vehicles.
The (p,t)-Constrained carriers selection algorithm adds
time constraints to the probability constraints of the p-
Constrained scheme. It introduces a distributed database t a ,
maintained for each active downloader vehicle a by APs in a
same area, controlling what portions of a's time are assigned
to which specific carriers 5. As shown in the pseudocode
in Fig. 9, the (p,t)-Constrained algorithm processes local
SWerecognize that maintaining such database can pose synchronization and
consistency issues, whose management is out of the scope of this paper. We
however stress that we do not require frequent updates or high consistency in
"t a , since the update periodicity is in the order of seconds and errors in the
database are overshadowed by inaccuracy in the contact estimation.
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01 set IPmax equalto IPind
02 for each on-going localproduction phasep'Bb do
03 if P'Bb is marked as processed do
04 continue
05 done
06 get key Ik(P'Bb'P~a)
07 if a contacts mapentry for suchkeyexistsdo
08 get relative value{no p p s, Tl-co-n s , tdel, tdur}
09 set IPb equalto ~~;;:
10 if IPb is equalto or greaterthan IPmax do
11 set p equalto production phaseph b
12 set v equalto production phaseP~b vehicle b
13 set IPmax equalto IPb
14 done
15 done
16 done
17 if IPmax is equalto IPind do
18 markall unmarked localproduction phases as processed
19 else
20 get key Ik(p, P~a)
21 get relative value {nop[s, Tl-co-n s , tdel, tdur }
22 for each time steptEL t(P)~tdelJ, Lt(P)+td.fi-1 +td7Jr J] do
23 if IPmax is lowerthanor equalto IPmin - t a (t) do
24 add IPmax to deliverypotentiallP~a
25 add v to carrierslist~~a
26 set t a (t) equalto min {t a (t) + IPmax, IPmin}
27 continue
28 done
29 done
30 mark localproduction phasep as processed
31 if lP~a is equalto or greaterthan IPmin do
32 markall unmarked localproduction phases as processed
33 done
34 done
Fig. 9. (p,t)-Constrained pseudocode for IP~a' <C~a update
vehicles b in decreasing order of contact probability with the
downloader car a, skipping those with probability lower than
lPind (lines 02 to 16 in Fig. 9). Every time the unprocessed
local vehicle with maximum contact probability IPmax is
processed, the algorithm exploits information on the average
time to contact (tdeZ) and contact duration (tdur) to predict
the time interval during which the local vehicle will meet the
downloader car a. Then, it discretizes time with step 1I', and
tries to fit the estimated contact probability IPmax in one of
the time steps within the aforementioned time interval (lines
20 to 30 in Fig. 9).
The process is terminated when either the minimum re-
quired delivery potential lPmax has been reached (lines 31
to 33 in Fig. 9), or no more local vehicles are available (lines
17 to 19 in Fig. 9). In the second case, the delivery potential
constraint is not fulfilled, as lPmin is higher than zero, and thus
no carriers can be selected for the current production phase
P~a (see line 20 in Fig. 5).
The (p,t)-Constrained algorithm therefore employs informa-
tion about contact times to improve the delivery precision, re-
ducing the data carriers involved in the cooperative download.
IV. CHUNK SCHEDULING
Upon selection of a carry&forward destination and its
associated local carriers, an AP must decide on which portion
of the data the downloader is interested in are to be transfered
to the carriers.
We assume that each content is divided into chunks, Le.,
small portions of data that can be transfered as a single block
from the AP to the carriers, and then from the latter to the
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destination. We introduce three chunk scheduling schemes that
embody increasing levels of redundancy, presented next.
Global chunk scheduling assumes that APs maintain per-
vehicle distributed chunk databases, similar to the time
databases t a introduced before. These databases store informa-
tion on which chunks have already been scheduled for either
direct or carry&forward delivery to each downloader vehicle.
The Global scheme then completely distributes the chunk
scheduling among APs, since it forces an AP to pick a
new, unscheduled chunk every time it performs a direct or
carry&forward transfer. In other words, each chunk is sched-
uled for transfer just once in the entire network. We stress
that, even then, multiple carriers can be given the same chunk,
as carriers selection algorithms can (and usually do) identify
more than one vehicle for a single carry&forward transfer.
Hybrid chunk scheduling does not require the aforemen-
tioned per-vehicle chunk database, as it forces non-overlapping
scheduling (Le., it always selects a new, unscheduled chunk)
only in case of direct transfers. Since direct transfers occur
during contacts between APs and the downloader vehicle, the
chunk scheduling history can be easily maintained at vehicles,
and communicated to the current AP at the beginning of the
local production phase. On the other hand, carry&forward
transfers can overlap. In fact, in case of a data transfer to
carriers, an AP picks the first chunk not already received by
the selected downloader car and that it has not yet scheduled,
ignoring the carry&forward scheduling at other APs. The
Hybrid scheme is implicitly more redundant that the Global
one, as different APs independently assign carriers for a same
chunk.
Local chunk scheduling is similar to the Hybrid scheme, but
it also allows overlapping between direct and carry&forward
transfers. This means that an AP can employ a direct transfer
to a downloader car to fill gaps in its scheduled chunk list,
or, in other words, the AP can transfer chunks already sched-
uled for carry&forward delivery, but not yet received. Local
scheduling is thus the most redundant among the schemes
we propose, trading some cooperative download potential for
increased reliability in data delivery.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We conducted an extensive simulative evaluation of the
cooperative download framework outlined in the previous sec-
tions, considering large-scale scenarios with realistic vehicular
mobility over real-world road topologies. In the following, we
first present the simulation scenarios and network settings, and
then discuss the results of the performance analysis.
A. Scenarios and settings
To assess the performance of the cooperative download
solutions presented in the previous sections, we selected real-
world road topologies from the area of Zurich, Switzerland.
This choice was mainly driven by the availability of large-
scale microscopic-level traces of the vehicular mobility in such
region, generated at the Computer Science Department ofETH
Zurich [7].
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Fig. 10. The four road topology scenarios considered in our study, representing urban, suburban, and rural areas in the canton of Zurich, Switzerland
The simulation techniques and mobility models employed
to generate the traces allow to reproduce vehicular movement
over very large road topologies, yet with a good degree of
precision. The traces replicate macroscopic patterns of real-
world vehicular traffic flows, made up of thousand of cars, as
well as microscopic behaviors of individual drivers in urban
environments, such as pauses at intersections that depend roads
capacity and congestion. This macro- and micro-mobility
realism is important in our study, since, on the one hand, we
exploit large-scale properties of urban vehicular mobility in
designing the cooperative download system, and, on the other,
realistic small-scale mobility is required to reproduce vehicle-
to-vehicle and vehicle-te-Al' networking interactions.
We focused on four scenarios, representing urban, suburban,
and rural areas within and nearby the city of Zurich. All the
areas considered cover surfaces between 15 and 20 km'', and
frame several tens of kilometers of major roads. The road
topology graphs are shown in Fig. 10, where we also marked
with red dots the edges selected for APs deployment by the
crossing volume-based strategy described in Sec. II, for the
case when N = 6.
The elevate number of vehicles, reaching several thousands
of units in some of the scenarios, coupled with the complexity
of the framework, prevented us from using a traditional
network simulator, such as ns-2. Instead, we developed a
dedicated simulator, which employs the realistic mobility
extracted from the Zurich traces, models a random access
channel contention, and implements all the schemes described
before, but replaces the packet-level simulation with a more
scalable chunk-level one and avoids reproducing the detailed
behavior of the entire network stack.
The system parameters were set for all simulations to 1St =
58, Jet = 45°, Jv = 5!f', T = 5008, lPmin = 2.5, lPind = 0.5,
'lI' = 18, while ten downloader cars are on average present at
the same time over the road topology. Also, in the following
and where not stated otherwise, we assume a crossing volume-
based APs deployment, a number of APs N = 6, a (p,t)-
Constrained carriers selection, and a Global chunk scheduling
as the default simulation settings.
For each simulation we performed one run to train the
framework (i.e., gather data for AP deployment and build
contacts maps at APs), and ten runs to collect statistics. Each
run was around three hours long in simulation time, featuring
various vehicular density conditions over such a time span. For
all results we measured 99% confidence intervals, reported as
error bars in the plots.
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Fig. 11. Download rates and undelivered chunks ratios for different road-
level deployments, averaged over all scenarios
The metrics we are interested in evaluating are:
• the aggregate download rate, i.e., the average file trans-
fer speed experienced by downloader vehicles traveling
through the scenario. Such rate is the sum of a direct rate,
due to data downloaded from APs, and a cooperative rate,
due to carry&forward transfers. We underline that, during
both production and forward phases, we assumed a net
data transmission rate over the wireless channel equal to 5
Mbps for a transmission range of 100 m, values consistent
with the outcome of real-world experiments [8]. The
maximum download rate achievable by a vehicular user
is thus 5 Mbps and corresponds to the case of a car
continuously receiving data during its whole trip through
the simulation scenario;
• the undelivered chunk ratio, i.e., the average ratio of
chunks that are not delivered to a downloader vehicle,
computed over all those scheduled for that vehicle.
B. Results
As a very first step, we assess the impact of small-scale
deployment of APs, by testing different road-level APs place-
ments under the default settings outlined before: the roads
where APs are placed are thus those selected by the crossing
volume technique, but the exact position of the APs over them
varies according to three reference policies. More precisely,
the middle strategy places the AP equidistant from the inter-
sections that end the road segment, the intersection strategy
deploys the AP at the most crowded of such intersections,
while the random strategy picks a random location over
the road segment. In fact, Fig. 11 shows that the relevance
of road-level deployment is minimal, as the three schemes
achieve almost identical download rate and undelivered chunk
ratio. The only notable difference is in that the intersection
strategy favors direct downloads and penalizes cooperative
ones: indeed, crossroads are characterized by high densities of
slow vehicles [9], and placing APs there favors AP-to-vehicle
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Fig. 12. Cooperative download rates for different APs deployment strategies
and carriers selection schemes, averaged over all scenarios
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Fig. 14. Aggregate download rates (top) and undelivered chunks ratios
(bottom) for different carriers selection schemes
is consistent with the result of the crossing volume-based
optimization problem, which draws a curve similarly steep at
first and leveling afterwards.
Fig. 14 provides a more comprehensive evaluation of the
cooperative download framework we defined, whose per-
formance, under different carriers scheduling strategies, are
benchmarked against those of direct-download-only systems
where APs are deployed according to both the random and
the density-based policies introduced above.
The first observation is that cooperative download works.
In the top plot of Fig. 14, we can observe that opportunistic
collaborations among vehicles increase the average download
rate achieved by means of AP-to-vehicle transfers of around
100% in the worst case (i.e., comparing the cooperative (p,t)-
Constrained scheme and the direct download under a density-
based APs deployment), but the gain can in fact reach up to
several times such value.
The comparison among different carriers selection solutions
shows instead that the lower is the targeted delivery precision,
the higher the resulting average download rate. However, less
accurate schemes tend to pay a much greater cost in terms
of scheduled but undelivered chunks, depicted in the lower
plot of Fig. 14, than the advantage they introduce in terms
of download rate. With the Blind carriers selection algorithm,
approximately two chunks are never delivered for each that
reaches its destination. On the contrary, the (p,t)-Constrained
scheme is able to deliver 85% circa of the scheduled chunks.
If one were only interested in the raw download rate,
without any regard for network resources, a blind selection
would be the best choice. However, efficiency in resources
utilization is often mandatory, and a moderate reduction in
the download rate can be easily traded for much higher
delivery precision and lower network load. In any case, the
diverse carriers selection schemes provide a whole range of
intermediate solutions to select among.
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transfers. At the same time, however, it deprives vehicles
of transfer opportunities, since intersections also represent
network clustering points where car-to-car contacts occur
frequently [9], thus reducing the cooperative download rate.
In the remainder of the paper, we will consider APs to be
deployed at the intermediate point of road segments, as this
appears to bring an advantage over the other solutions, if
minimal, in terms of aggregate rate.
Secondly, we evaluate the performance of the crossing
volume-based APs deployment, by introducing two benchmark
strategies: a random APs positioning scheme, that casually
places APs over the road topology, and a density-based APs
deployment technique, that distributes APs at the most traffic-
congested crossroads. The crossing volume-based APs deploy-
ment strategy proves a clear winner over the two benchmark
techniques, in Fig. 12: no matter the carriers selection scheme
considered, the crossing volume-based strategy achieves a
cooperative download rate that is consistently higher than
that recorded with the other APs deployments, demonstrating
that knowledge of traffic flows can be exploited to foster the
potential for cooperation among vehicles.
As a final test on the APs deployment, we vary the number
of APs over the road topology, and observe how this impacts
on the average download rate experienced by vehicular users.
In Fig. 13, we can see that both the direct and cooperative
download rates grow with the number of APs, faster at first,
and then slower and slower. Indeed, once enough APs have
been deployed, all the major vehicular flows are covered
and the potential for cooperation is almost fully exploited:
additional APs end up in minor roads, where they scarcely
contribute to both direct and cooperative data transfers. This
6 8 10
Deployed APs
Fig. 13. Optimization result and download rates, versus the number of
deployed APs in the West Zurich scenario
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comparable with ours, as it (i) considers unidirectional traffic
over highways, while we focus on more challenging urban
environments, and (ii) proposes a solution inspired by peer-
to-peer networking, assuming that all on-road vehicles are
active downloaders of the same contents, whereas our work is
more oriented to opportunistic communications . The highway
scenario is also the only considered by Trullols et al. [11] ,
while Zhao et al. [12] examine an urban environment, but
target small-sized upload transfers from vehicles to static
gateways. Techniques for Medium Access Control [13] and
network coding [14] in vehicular cooperative download could
complement the solutions we outlined in this paper.
As far as APs deployment is concerned, Marfia et al. [15]
studied the impact on routing of random APs deployments
in urban road topologies. We proved that such an approach is
inefficient when targeting cooperative download. Solutions for
APs deployment over road topologies have been proposed by
Ding et al. [16], to favor delay-tolerant data exchange among
vehicles, and Lochert et al. [17], for information dissemination
purposes . The diverse goals in these works lead to in different
approaches and results with respect to those we presented.
VII . CONCLUSIONS
We presented a complete study of cooperative download in
urban vehicular environments, proposing solutions for APs de-
ployment, carriers selection and chunk scheduling. We proved
the feasibility of cooperative download and demonstrated the
significant performance improvements it can bring to users.
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In fact, an even finer resolution is allowed by chunk schedul-
ing. The results in Fig. 14 refer to the case in which we employ
a Global chunks scheduling, that, as already discussed, is the
less redundant among the algorithms introduced in Sec. IV.
Therefore, as portrayed in Fig. 15, the failed delivery rate
can be noticeably reduced by replacing it with a Hybrid or
Local scheduling. In particular, a Local scheduling is shown
to reduce by more than a half the number of undelivered
chunks, in front of a 10-20% reduction in the download rate,
under the (p,t)-Constrained carriers selection technique. This
configuration thus provides a xl0 reduction in the ratio of
undelivered chunks, with respect to a Blind carriers selection
with Global chunk scheduling.
As a concluding remark, we briefly discuss the calibra-
tion of carriers scheduling algorithms. The Blind and p-
Driven schemes do not need any configuration, while both p-
Constrained and (p,t)-Constrained rely on the required delivery
potential lPmin and the individual contact probability lPind o
Fig. 16 makes it clear how some redundancy is instrumental to
combat uncertainty in the contact probability, as a lPmin higher
than one increases the cooperative download rate. However, a
too high lPmin risks to hinder favorable cooperation opportu-
nities with small gain in terms of delivery precision. Similarly,
a lPind higher than zero excludes unreliable carriers from the
process, but a lPind too near to one discards too many local
vehicles. The values we employed in the tests, lPmin = 2.5
and lPind = 0.5, are consistent with these considerations.
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Fig. 15. Aggregate download rates (left) and undelivered chunks ratios (right)
for different chunk scheduling schemes
VI. RELATED WORK
Cooperative download in vehicular network has been first
studied by Nandan et al. [10], who introduced SPAWN, a
protocol for cooperative content retrieval and sharing among
users aboard vehicles. However, their approach is hardly
Fig. 16. Cooperative download rates for different configurations of the IPmin
and IPind parameters in the (p,t)-Constrained algorithm
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